
 

A MESSAGE FROM THE SPECIALIST 
 

 
Welcome to PBA's latest Fine Pens sale, featuring over 400 lots of modern and vintage writing instruments. The 
offerings in today's sale come from some of the most illustrious collections in Europe, Asia and the United States, and 
represent some of the most outstanding pens currently available on the market.   
 
Leading the sale is a selection of almost 100 modern Montblanc pens, most of which come from one of the leading 
collections of Europe. The selection includes numerous Writers Series, Patron of Art Series, and Artisan Edition 
masterworks. Foremost among these is a rare and coveted Gustave Eiffel fountain pen with a skeletonized 18K white 
gold lattice studded with an elaborate network of rivets recalling the Eiffel Tower and a transparent captop dome with a 
floating mother-of-pearl Montblanc star. These pens quickly vanished into private collections almost immediately upon 
their release in 2011, and this is the first example that I've had the privilege of offering in my decade as a penman-at-
auction. The pen is immaculate, still sealed in its original plastic sheathe, untouched by human hands. Also offered is a 
pristine John Lennon 18K white gold skeleton pen (lot 82), an exceptional Beijing Opera Masks pen in 18K gold and 
Chinese lacquer (lot 84), and Artisan pens themed after Herbert von Karajan, Joan Miro, Otto von Bismarck, Salvador 
Dali, Antoni Gaudi and others.  
 
Vintage pens comprise an increasingly dynamic sector of the auction marketplace, and we're very pleased to offer a 
selection of interesting and historically significant vintage instruments. Of special interest is an exceedingly rare and 
important Parker Ribbon eyedropper-filler fountain pen with a hand-carved gold-filled body elaborately ornamented 
with ribbon-like scrollery and flowers (lot 132). This legendary pen surpasses even the Parker Nos. 58, 59 and 60 
"Aztecs" in both scarcity and, I believe, historical and aesthetic interest. The present example is in very fine to excellent 
condition, and it may indeed be the supreme example in existence. Other vintage pens of note are two sterling silver 
Parker eyedroppers with Heath overlays (lots 129 & 130); several PL (Platinum-Lined) Montblancs (lots 97-99); a pair of 
Parker 51 instruments with rare 14K gold Heirloom "Fishscale" caps (lot 152); and a Waterman No. 000 "Doll" pen, the 
smallest functional fountain pen eve r made (lot 183). Last, but assuredly not least, Namiki fanciers will be delighted to 
find two vintage maki-e pens with goldfish motifs (lots 187 & 188). 
 
Our sale ends with a diverse selection of modern limited pens from various makers, including numerous excellent 
instruments by Montegrappa, OMAS, Parker, Pelikan, Aurora, Loiminchay, Krone, Visconti, Cartier, Delta, Dupont and 
others, and two fine timepieces from Harry Winston and Panerai. Included among these lots is a Montegrappa Luxor 
Blue Nile fountain pen with a heavy, sculptural 18K gold overlay (lot 318), a customized OMAS Triratna variant in 18K 
rose gold (lot 348), and four wonderful Parker and Pelikan limited editions with skillful maki-e embellishment (lots 375-
378). 
 
As always, I'm grateful to each of you for your interest and support, and I hope to meet as many of you as I can at 
various pen shows in the U.S. and Europe in 2020. Good luck with your bids, and may your inkwells never run dry! 
 
Cheers, 
 
Ivan M. Briggs 
Director, Fine Pens, Watches and Comics 
PBA Galleries Auctioneers 


